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Powerful and Compact for Production, Broadcast, and Live
Sound Environments
The original compact DM1000 digital console continued the tradition of flawless quality found in its sister models, the DM2000
and 02R96. Now we've gone even further, adding five impressive plug-in packages to create the DM1000VCM.Packed into a
slim rack-mountable body are 48 inputs, and a total of 18 mixing buses. What's more, you can use all available functions at 96
kHz such as EQ and delay included on all inputs and outputs. Equipped with the head amps descended from those of the
DM2000 and 02R96 on its analog inputs, the DM1000VCM offers an incredible sound and an overwhelming 110 dB dynamic
range, thanks to its 24-bit AD/DA converter. In the digital domain, the DM1000VCM ships with the outstanding REV-X reverb
algorithm introduced with the SPX2000, while VCM plug-ins like EQ, compressor, tape saturation and guitar effectors offer the
warm sound of analog circuitry. This console offers outstanding performance in the production and live / sound reinforcement
areas, letting you be as musical as you want without having to rely on vintage effects and outboard equipment.If surround
functions that support post-production and multi-channel broadcasting are what you need, the DM1000VCM, like the DM2000
and 02R96, boasts compliance with the global THX pm3 standard for surround sound equipment, and like them it makes
absolutely no compromises. In fact, as well as offering you the ability to mix and monitor in 6.1 channel surround sound, this
console boasts a Bass Management processor and a wealth of dedicated surround effects. The DM1000VCM also comes
equipped with iSSP technology, making the creation of realistic sound fields a snap, providing exceptional performance for its
range.Featuring control functions for Digital Audio Workstations like NUENDO and CUBASE, and compatibility with Studio
Manager Version 2 for both the Windows and Macintosh for seamless control of your audio systems, the DM1000VCM is a
compact, powerful console that gives you all the superior usability, expandability and flexibility you need in a digital mixer.

Main Features
Precise 24-bit/96-kHz Audio and High-performance Head Amps
48-input 18-bus Mix Capacity at 96 kHz
Powerful Channel Functions with Flexible Control and Patching
Versatile Connectivity for a Wide Range of Applications
Two I/O Expansion Slots for Easy Expansion in a Variety of Formats
Four Advanced Multi-effect Processors Include Surround Effects
Comprehensive Interface with Touch-sensitive 100-mm Motor Faders
Scene Memory and Automix Functions for Efficient Workflow
Versatile Pairing and Grouping Functions Enhance Mixing Efficiency
DM1000 Editor Software Supplied
Sophisticated DAW or Digital Recorder Integration
An Ideal Platform for Surround Production
Enhanced Surround Monitoring Environment Includes Bass Management
A Powerful Performer in Live Sound Settings
Functions and Performance Fine-tuned for Professional Use
Powerful New Functions for Applications from Production to Live Sound to Broadcast.(Version2)
Seamless ADD-ON EFFECTS Support(Version2)
ESAMII Video Editor Support(Version2)
A Major Studio Manager Evolution(Version2)
Versatile V2 features plus a formidable array of plug-in processors(DM1000VCM)
VCM Technology(DM1000VCM)
iSSP Technology(DM1000VCM)
REV-X(DM1000VCM)
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